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The Hard Need to Scientize COVID-19Patents ─ e.g. in Gilead’s (Remdesivir?) COVID-19Patent.1a)
Sigram Schindler*)
TU Berlin & TELES Patent Rights International GmbH
www.fstp-expert-system.com

The Supreme Court recognized it first and eliminated it by its line of SPL-frameworkb) decisions: That
Emerging Technology Claimed Inventions, ‘ETCIs’, have by their often inherent monopolistic capability the
potential, to put the wealth of the US society (just as of any other nation) into jeopardy ─ due to its SPL notionally
not being subtle enough for consistently and predictably dealing with ETCIsc).
This too coarse notional SPL granularity would be only an esoteric disaster, if ETCIs were not the sole carriers of
key future hopes of huge ETCI-user/-inventor/-investor communities: These are often parts or all of mankind, e.g.
climateETCI-/ air_pollutionETCI-/ overpopulationETCI-/ … / COVID-19ETCI-communities3.b ─ all in urgent needs of their ETCIs.

After the Supreme Court’s Solomonic notional SPL refinement ─ increasing the number and SPL-robustness of ETCIs
─ these above risksd) have been eliminated for ITETCIs & DNAETCIs by the FSTP-Project: They are PE iff they
satisfy the Supreme Court’s SPL-interpretation (as modeled by the FSTP-Test & proved in[495,596ftn2)]).
This mail shows that also the finer ‘COVID-19ETCIs’ ─ comprising Gilead’s patent[605] & its Remdesivir applicatione) ─
embody this ‘disaster threatening’e), as not satisfying the Supreme Court’s SPL-interpretation. Yet, all 3
kinds of ETCIs ─ as of above being renderable as PE ─ may unfold a much more valuable potential: They
namely clearly confirm trusting in the US Constitution & its society’s amazing innovativitye), as explained below.
*) My thanks for discussing with me this mail go to U. Diaz, C. Negrutiu, D. Schoenberg, J. Schulze, R. Wetzler, B. Wittig.
1

.a There are several other pertinent candidates ─ potentially better short-term and locally just as on the long run, but shortterm and globally this is a different game, due to Gilead Sciences’ entrepreneurial dynamics, nationally & internationally.
Thus, this mail’s criticisms as to Gilead Sciences’ most recent pertinent US Patent 10,251,904 B2 shall briefly indicate for all
future BIOchemETCIsb), what notional intricacies ought to be understood & avoided in drafting patent applications for them such that
they comply with ⩝ Supreme Court’s SPL-framework (not broadly welcome) requirementsd). I.o.w.: One of the key objectives of the
FSTP-Project’s FSTP-Test is to eliminate a priori & absolutely reliably ⩝ such dangerous potentials in drafting PE ETCIs. The FSTP-Test
achieves this objective only as being all-around based on Mathematics based on SMP[596ftn1.h)]b), i.e. rigorously scientized3.c).
.b The FSTPtech’s terms/notions are assumed to be known ─ whereby the reference ‘[FSTP]’ indicates that the FSTP Reference List
comprises several mails explaining it. Examples are: ●‘Substantive Patent Law, SPL, & Substantive Mathematical Philosophy, SMP’a),
●‘(SPL-)framework’ specified by the Supreme Court’s 6 unanimous KSR/Bilski/Mayo/Myriad/Biosig/Alice decisions, ●‘FSTP-Test’
determining of an ETCI, whether it satisfies SPL and ●‘ETCI’s basic structure’. All notions are defined in framework interpretation.
.c any ETCI thus threatening is easily eliminable by simply making SPL determining it nPE, because any ETCI’s at least 1 metaphysical
xcrC contributing to its inventivity[FSTP] ─ i.e. logically not really satisfying § 112, as an xcrC is by its definition (partially) metaphysicalb).
Yet, the Supreme Court took in Chakrabarty the other way & deepened its meaning implicitly by its SPL-frameworkb) and
therein its ‘xcrCs’ (in Chakrabarty not yet recognized but already used, otherwise this result would have been impossible).
.d E.g.: Patenting an ETCI the pre-frameworkb) way, especially not specifying to which application(s) it is limited, may risk that for one or
several application(s) of it ─ initially unknown or unaware, as e.g. not yet existing at its patenting point of time ─ any further
improvement is barred for 20 years by this patent’s owner, if only this/these application/s uses/use this patent’s ETCI.
What is even worse with pre-framework SPL: The FSTP-Project has repeatedly shown mathematically ─ and here confirmed
by the below quoted FSTP-Test ─ that by the pre-framework notional granularity it is impossible to recognize the filigree of ⩝ nontrivial
interrelations between a PE ETCI’s ⩝ E-crCs (as implied by the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework) necessary for its being non-risky.
I.e., it is impossible to recognize for many pre-framework ETCIs that they avoid any inconsistency or unpredictability in SPL
precedents about them. The Supreme Court accordingly publicly asked (during its Alice hearing[69]) the patent community for
support[500ftn1.d)] in completing its Chakrabarty-/framework-initiated approach to patenting ETCIs such that any inconsistency or
unpredictability is avoided ─ and thereafter specified the therefore indispensable PE/nPE criterion by itself[e.g.71,72,573] in its Alice
decision, based on the preceding 5 unanimous SPL-framework decisionsb).
The thereby[69] by the Supreme Court implied assumption was that the patent community would comprise SPL experts capable
of providing this support. Yet, this expectation turned out untrue, as completing this approach proved to be really demanding ─ as
meaning developing an entire ‘patent technology’[182] based on a finer notional granularity (if by an ETCIb) required for disaggregating
a compound crC) than needed by classic technology and thereby achieving minimal invasivity into the scope of §101.
e) It hence is strange that the name ‘Remdesivir’ is not used in any US patent ─ while the Internet quotes [613,614] Gilead as its developer.
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is untenable as lacking SPL-properties necessary for its PE under the

Supreme Court’s SPL-framework interpretation. For showing this, only 2 steps are needed: 1.) presenting any
ETCI’s FSTP-Test (equivalent to the mathematical AISPL-Test[e.g.573]) for its PE, 2.) showing why COVID-19ETCI’s
passing the FSTP-Test is impossible ─ due to its lacks of the Supreme Court required PE properties.
Step 1: The FSTP-Test rat./mat. checks, for each ETCI, its meeting all Supreme Court PE requirements.
[605]ETCI’s Claim

Interpretation, CI:

<input::= [605]CBN(claim1) in ISLKR >

& begin:

1) if [CBN(ETCI) is factually {O-crC0n ::= ((Λ1≤kn≤Kn E-crC0kn)˄ncrC0n) ˄(Σ1≤n≤N Kn=K))/ 1≤n≤N} ˄ (E-CRTS =(E-complete˄-correct˄-definite))]
2) if [O-inC0n, ∀1≤n≤N are ex- or implicitly lawfully_disclosed]
3) if [O-crC0n, ∀1≤n≤N are ex- or implicitly enablingly_disclosed]
then output ‘CI(claim1) is correct’

===========================================================================
Construction, CC: <input ::= CI(claim1) is correct>

then go on;
then go on;
& stop.

[605]ETCI’s Claim

& begin:
4) if [E-xcrC#  E-crCSTT0,
i.e.: E-crCS TT0 ‘comprises an E-xcrC# ’] then go on;
5) if [((E-crC° E-crCSETCI\TT0) ˄ (E-crC°° E-crCSTT0) : E-crC° II E-crC°°)) ˄ (TT0scope(E-crCSETCI)  scope(E-crCSTT0)),
i.e.: E-crCSETCI\TT0 is an ‘app using TT0’] then go on;
6) if [E-crC*ETCI\TT0 {alias E-crAliceC} ≇ E-crCSTT0,
i.e.: E-crCSETCI\TT0 is ‘basi. indi.’ of E-crCSTT0] then go on;
7) if [(∄E-crC**ETCI\TT0 ≠ E-crC*ETCI\TT0) ˄ (E-crC**ETCI\TT0 ≡ E-crC*ETCI\TT0),
i.e.: ‘PE transf. is minimally §101 invasivea)’]
then output ‘CC(claim1) is PE’
& stop.
Legend: test1-3 are copied from[603], test4-6 are summaries from[508,596], a refined meaning of test7 is defined in a) (making its former
definitions obsolete). Passing test1-7 by an ETCI is equivalent to its being PE[FSTP]. While ‘II’ & ‘≇’ are defined in[508,596ftn2)], ‘TT0 & (E-crC*ETCI\TT0 &
E-crC**ETCI\TT0)’ in FSTPtechterminology/KR determine the ETCI at issue (has an ‘E-crAliceC resp. is ‘nPE’) in frameworkterminology/KR.
For brevity, here the definitions of all E-crCs of this ETCI are omitted (as shown in [e.g. 495]) ─ yet briefly indicated in3.a).
The headline of step 1 is a rat./mat. theorem[FSTP] ─ enabling proving especially the rat./mat. truth of the headline of step 2.
2.

Step 2: The patent on COVID-19ETCI cannot pass the FSTP-Test ─ in FSTPtechKR just as in [605]KR.
Because ofb), here need to be proven only, that & why claim1 in FSTPtechKR doesn’t pass the FSTP-Test. This
is true, as CBN(claim1) is evidently missing several key factual properties, as explained inb).
q.e.d.
The summary of this mail thus is: Due to COVID-19patent’s unquestionable “technical” quality, this Gilead
patent’s worldwide standing should not solely be what it currently for many is, due to its alleged
ambitions[e.g.606-609]. Although this patent’s deficiencies render it shaky, Gilead may by it and/or its
successor(s) unfold the potentials of a well-known US herald, capable of recognizing and proclaiming
scientific truth indicating sanitary and economic positive perspectives amidst the COVID-19 pandemic ─
in the face of depression spread by the all overarching dark sides of COVID-19 all over the world1.d) ─
just as supporting certainty about its pertinent patents’ robustness.
Finally: The purpose of this mail is not to frustrate the many excellent biochemists, users & applicants, judges,
lawyers, examiners, inventors, … dealing with ETCIs and specifically with COVID-19. In contrary: It shall support
them in familiarizing with the paradigm refinement concerning the US SPL ─ indispensable for enabling consistent
and hence predictable SPL precedents on ETCIs, realizing the suggestions provided by the Supreme Court’s
SPL framework in favor of the US society and incentivizing the above community by its many dramatic advantages.
The term “PE transf. is minimally § 101 invasive” ─ non-abbr.: ‘the transformation of an nPETT0 into a PEETCI is minimally §101 invasive’,
i.e. is of ‘minimal perforation, MP’ of the constitutional/§101 guarantee of ‘freedom to invent’ ─ is not self-explaining, primarily due
to the meaning of the here used subterm ‘minimally §101 invasive’. Indeed, the Supreme Court unmistakably indicated by its SPLframework decisions that the criterion for an ETCI to be nPE requires it to non-minimally perforate this guarantee. I.e.: Based on
the SPL-framework defined structure of a potentially PE ETCI[FSTP] (i.e. meeting test1-6), this requirement is met if this ETCI’s patent
(application) does/shall grant the PE to it in spite of its specification’s CBN(ETCI) comprising an E-crC**ETCI\TT0 ≠
E-crC*ETCI\TT0,
with E-crC**ETCI\TT0 is idempotent to E-crC*ETCI\TT0 alias E-crC**ETCI\TT0 ≡ E-crC*ETCI\TT0 (i.e. test1-7 is met with both E-crCs).
.b The FSTP-Project has rat./(mat. & by SMP) modeled[603] the ●Supreme Court’s SPL-framework, ●ETCI’s by this Court required properties, & ●criterion necessarily & sufficiently to be passed by ETCIs for being PE (by test8-9 also PA) ─ called ‘FSTP-Test’. The
ANNEX hence may prove in4.a)/b) that Gilead’s COVID-19ETCI in frameworkKR[605] is ‘PE-satisfiability isomorphic, ‘≡’’ to its FSTPtechKR.
2.a
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A Brief Aftermath about this Mail at this Time: Is it Really Appropriate?
Any ‘technical’ communication, such as[606-609], is far away from speaking out all

COVID-19victims’

entire

excruciating dramatics. These are many hundreds of thousands dying from COVID-19 and consequently many
millions starving in horrible misery, potentially as in the Spanish flu. Why then communicating, under these
circumstances, an again only ‘technical’ but possibly detrimental truth about the deficiencies of an evident
endeavor to help overcoming this COVID-19 catastrophe, i.e. about the Gilead Sciences patent[605]?
But this truth is not detrimental. Quite the contrary: Gilead’s given name ‘Sciences’ makes me hope that it
─ and everybody else trying to get a COVID-19patent granted ─ will like my public outlining ●why Gilead failed satisfying
the SPL-framework by its specification’ design3.a), i.e. that the wording of one of its independent claims ●must avoid
any notional vagueness4.a) & must comprise4.a) the notional concepts of the ETCI[605]. It then is legally correct
& factually ‘only’ robust, i.e. satisfies SPL as by the Supreme Court required, i.e. as its FSTP-Test confirms.
For creating trustworthiness of this promise, I have no alternative (besides my C.V.[9]) to presenting equally publicly my
remarkable personal & financial investments into developing ●a framework-based rigorous basic sciencec), called
FSTPtech1.b), and ●its perception by the framework-based SPL communityd) by implementing it by an IES[FSTP].
The FSTP-Project[9] is internationally the sole scientific project that took on this Supreme Court ‘patenteligibility challenge’1.d) ─ based on this Supreme Court’s approach to patenting ETCIs, as unavoidably
needed for guaranteeing a consistent & predictable precedents on them. Yet, it needed 10++ years full
time of my life & 20+ Mio US$ of my private money for developing this by the Supreme Court invited
‘patent technology’ ─ itself evidently being located on an innovative patenting level.
This FSTPtech alias ‘patent technology’ is scientifically extremely fertile and will prevail many coming paradigm refinements. Einstein’s prophecy: ‘The world’s future key discoveries are waiting 10 places off the decimal point’ is
today to be expanded by the ending ‘….. or for their rationalizing KRs’[2,508ftn2.a)]. It was this non-quantified but nevertheless more concrete semiotic meaning of ‘SPL-framework’ that the Supreme Court
sketched before anybody else. It thus induced on the author refocusing his privately financed FSTPProject for leveraging on the Supreme Court’s SPL initiative ─ as he knew from his academic/professional
curriculum[9] that worldwide no philosophical/mathematical/scientifical/technical expert would initially grasp
this project’s research challenge. This initially serious problem seems meanwhile overcome.
Thus, offering the FSTP-Project’s results to COVID-19 research makes sense: I.e., this mail is appropriate.
─ Gilead in its specification[605] clearly indicated not to know the Supreme Court’s requirements4.a), in spite of the extraordinary
scientific care in which it presented its invention[605], especially in its ‘Definitions’ section ─
.b ─ not only within Mathematics oriented communities, but also any other rigorously scientific community, first of all in the System Design[2]
communities (i.e. not only of today classical SW- and/or HW-Engineering, but also of any other Emerging Technologies, such as
BIOtech/DNAtech/CRISPRtech/BIOchem/…d), incl. those by the USPTO defined 3 ones, all of them being ‘model-based’[FSTP], asc)) ─
.c ─ capable of modeling Physics, i.e. enabling more general yet precise statements, as needed for specifying any invention[575], i.e.
non-trivial for ‘non-mathematical’ SPL/innovation/investment/political experts[618] (by definition short of the here needed knowledge[FSTP] ─
.d A CAFC board by the Circuit Judges Lourie (Opinion of the Court), Moore, and Reyna (dissenting) comes in its recent Sequenom decision[615]
exactly to the reasoning of the current USPTO PE Guideline[566], i.e. very close to the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework interpretation[FSTP]!!!

3.a
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ANNEX:
The Gilead COVID-19ETCI ─ Protected by the (Shaky) US Patent US 10,251,904 B2.
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The transformation of e.g. the Gilead claim1 from its above SPL-frameworkterminology/KR into its FSTPtechterminology/KR ─
both KRs use the BIOchemISL[320,372] ─ is trivial: It needs solely appropriately ●representing the graphical ‘Formulas’ in [605]
by their BIOchemISL descriptions (including the respective crC names), and ●renaming their corresponding biochemical
compounds as the resp. E-crCs, together resulting in the FSTPtech specification of claim1 analogous to those in [508,596].
The isomorphy of both KRs of claim1 of the Gilead ETCI hence is evident (i.e. trivial by contrary proof).
.b Below, some exemplary violations of the SPL-framework, as by the Supreme Court defined (by the USPTO in its §101 PEG
vastly implemented). I.e.: The occurrence of one of these violations in a US patent turns it legally nPE ─ only theoretically?
COVID-19ETCI’s subject matter depending violations. claim1 discloses neither ●its ‘application’ of its nPE ‘invention’ (in
FSTPtech terminology: ‘TT0’) or at least the latter ─ but without them/it this ETCI is nPE anyway, as claim1 comprises an
xcrC rendering it nPE, as this ETCI does not identify and does not embody its by the Supreme Court specified SPLframework, by which the Supreme Court requires both[FSTP]), nor ●its ’inventive concept’ transforming this invention into
the ‘significantly more’ ETCI (but completely avoids using one of these 3 key notions of the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework).
Moreover, the wording of the claim fundamentally lacks of clarity indispensably needed in specifying ETCIs. E.g., intolerable terms
in specifying a framework-based claim are, e.g. a “compound”, or “therapeutically effective amount of a compound ”, …. In specifying
model-based ETCIs such extremely broad notions from Biochemistry are often also for the person of ordinary pertinent skill ambiguous.
Even worse is that this wording assumes that a method may by specified without the specification comprising any dynamics.
COVID-19ETCI’s subject matter independent violations. As just shown, this Gilead patent does not comply with ●the
USPTO’s PEG[566], of which director Andrei Iancu repeatedly publicly stated to be binding any examiner, very recently implicitly
confirmed by him[610]. Thus: US Patent 10,251,904 B2 had not ought to been published on 09.04.2019, due to[566] on 07.01.2019,
and ●the Supreme Court’s SPL-framework specification ─ after[615] likely to be soon confirmed by the CAFC3.d) (as it
ought to be anyway).
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